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Abstract
We provide a prehistory of type theory up to 1903 and its development between Russell and Whitehead’s Principia Mathematica (1910–1912) and Church’s simply typed λ-calculus of 1940.

Workshop on History of Logics, Types and Rewriting
Summary

- **Prehistory of types**
- **1902**: Russell’s letter to Frege about the paradox in *Begriffsschrift*.
- **1903**: Russell gives the first theory of types: the *Ramified Type Theory* (**RTT**).
- *simple theory of types* (**STT**): Ramsey *1926*, Hilbert and Ackermann *1928*.
- **1940**: Church’s own *simply typed λ-calculus* (known as λ→) is based on **STT**.
- We present **RTT** formally using the modern notation for type theory and *compare** **RTT**, **STT** and λ→.
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Prehistory of Types (Euclid)

• Euclid’s *Elements* (circa 325 B.C.) begins with:

  1. A *point* is that which has no part;
  2. A *line* is breadthless length.

  15. A *circle* is a plane figure contained by one line such that all the straight lines falling upon it from one point among those lying within the figure are equal to one another.

• Although the above seems to merely *define* points, lines, and circles, it shows more importantly that Euclid *distinguished* between them. Euclid always mentioned to which *class* (points, lines, etc.) an object belonged.
Prehistory of Types (Euclid)

- By distinguishing classes of objects, Euclid prevented undesired situations, like considering whether two points (instead of two lines) are parallel.

- *Undesired* results? Euclid himself would probably have said: *impossible* results. When considering whether two objects were parallel, intuition implicitly forced him to think about the *type* of the objects. As intuition does not support the notion of parallel points, he did not even *try* to undertake such a construction.

- In this manner, types have always been present in mathematics, although they were not noticed explicitly until the late 1800s. If you have studied geometry, then you have some (implicit) understanding of types.
Prehistory of Types (Paradox Threats)

• Starting in the 1800s, mathematical systems became less intuitive, for several reasons:
  – Very complex or abstract systems.
  – Formal systems.
  – Something with less intuition than a human using the systems: a computer.

• These situations are *paradox threats*. An example is Frege’s Naive Set Theory. In such cases, there is not enough intuition to activate the (implicit) type theory to warn against an impossible situation. Reasoning proceeds within the impossible situation and then obtains a result that may be wrong or paradoxical.
Prehistory of Types (formal systems in 19th century)

In the 19th century, the need for a more precise style in mathematics arose, because controversial results had appeared in analysis.

• 1821: Many of these controversies were solved by the work of Cauchy. E.g., he introduced a precise definition of convergence in his *Cours d’Analyse* [7].

• 1872: Due to the more exact definition of real numbers given by Dedekind [10], the rules for reasoning with real numbers became even more precise.

• 1895-1897: Cantor began formalizing set theory [5, 6] and made contributions to number theory.
Prehistory of Types (formal systems in 19th century)

- 1889: Peano formalized arithmetic [22], but did not treat logic or quantification.

- 1879: Frege was not satisfied with the use of natural language in mathematics:

  “... I found the inadequacy of language to be an obstacle; no matter how unwieldy the expressions I was ready to accept, I was less and less able, as the relations became more and more complex, to attain the precision that my purpose required.”

  \((Begriffsschrift,\text{ Preface})\)

Frege therefore presented \textit{Begriffsschrift} [11], the first formalisation of logic giving logical concepts via symbols rather than natural language.
Prehistory of Types (formal systems in 19th century)

“[Begriffsschrift’s] first purpose is to provide us with the most reliable test of the validity of a chain of inferences and to point out every presupposition that tries to sneak in unnoticed, so that its origin can be investigated.”

(Begriffsschrift, Preface)

- 1892-1903 Frege’s Grundgesetze der Arithmetik [13, 17], could handle elementary arithmetic, set theory, logic, and quantification.
Prehistory of Types (Begriffsschrift’s functions)

The introduction of a very general definition of function was the key to the formalisation of logic. Frege defined what we will call the Abstraction Principle.

Abstraction Principle 1.

“If in an expression, [ . . . ] a simple or a compound sign has one or more occurrences and if we regard that sign as replaceable in all or some of these occurrences by something else (but everywhere by the same thing), then we call the part that remains invariant in the expression a function, and the replaceable part the argument of the function.”

(Begriffsschrift, Section 9)
Prehistory of Types (Begriffsschrift’s functions)

- Frege put *no restrictions* on what could play the role of *an argument*.

- An argument could be a *number* (as was the situation in analysis), but also a *proposition*, or a *function*.

- Similarly, the *result of applying* a function to an argument did not necessarily have to be a number.
Prehistory of Types (Begriffsschrift’s functions)

Functions of more than one argument were constructed by a method that is very close to the method presented by Schönfinkel [29] in 1924:

Abstraction Principle 2.

“If, given a function, we think of a sign\(^1\) that was hitherto regarded as not replaceable as being replaceable at some or all of its occurrences, then by adopting this conception we obtain a function that has a new argument in addition to those it had before.”

\(^1\)We can now regard a sign that previously was considered replaceable as replaceable also in those places in which up to this point it was considered fixed. [footnote by Frege]
Prehistory of Types (Begriffsschrift’s functions)

With this definition of function, two of the three possible paradox threats occurred:

1. The generalisation of the concept of function made the system more abstract and less intuitive. The fact that functions could have different types of arguments is at the basis of the Russell Paradox;

2. Frege introduced a formal system instead of the informal systems that were used up till then. Type theory, that would be helpful in distinguishing between the different types of arguments that a function might take, was left informal.

So, Frege had to proceed with caution. And so he did, at this stage.
Prehistory of Types (Begriffsschrift’s functions)

Frege was aware of some typing rule that does not allow to substitute functions for object variables or objects for function variables:

“if the [ ... ] letter [sign] occurs as a function sign, this circumstance [should] be taken into account.”

(Begriffsschrift, Section 11)

“Now just as functions are fundamentally different from objects, so also functions whose arguments are and must be functions are fundamentally different from functions whose arguments are objects and cannot be anything else. I call the latter first-level, the former second-level.”

(Function and Concept, pp. 26–27)
Prehistory of Types (Begriffsschrift’s functions)

In *Function and Concept* he was aware of the fact that making a difference between first-level and second-level objects is essential to prevent paradoxes:

“The ontological proof of God’s existence suffers from the fallacy of treating existence as a first-level concept.”

*(Function and Concept, p. 27, footnote)*

The above discussion on functions and arguments show that Frege did indeed avoid the paradox in his Begriffsschrift.
Prehistory of Types (Grundgesetze’s functions)

The *Begriffsschrift*, however, was only a prelude to Frege’s writings.

- In *Grundlagen der Arithmetik* [12] he argued that mathematics can be seen as a branch of logic.

- In *Grundgesetze der Arithmetik* [13, 17] he described the elementary parts of arithmetics within an extension of the logical framework of *Begriffsschrift*.

- Frege approached the *paradox threats for a second time* at the end of Section 2 of his *Grundgesetze*.

- He did not want to *apply a function to itself*, but to its course-of-values.
Prehistory of Types (Grundgesetze’s functions)

Frege defined “the function $\Phi(x)$ has the same course-of-values as the function $\Psi(x)$” by

“the functions $\Phi(x)$ and $\Psi(x)$ always have the same value for the same argument.”

(Grundgesetze, p. 7)

• Note that functions $\Phi(x)$ and $\Psi(x)$ may have equal courses-of-values even if they have different definitions.

• E.g., let $\Phi(x)$ be $x \land \neg x$, and $\Psi(x)$ be $x \leftrightarrow \neg x$, for all propositions $x$. 
Prehistory of Types (Grundgesetze’s functions)

Frege denoted the course-of-values of a function $\Phi(x)$ by $\hat{\varepsilon}\Phi(\varepsilon)$. The definition of equal courses-of-values could therefore be expressed as

$$\hat{\varepsilon}f(\varepsilon) = \hat{\varepsilon}g(\varepsilon) \iff \forall a[f(a) = g(a)]. \quad (1)$$

In modern terminology, we could say that the functions $\Phi(x)$ and $\Psi(x)$ have the same course-of-values if they have the same graph.
Prehistory of Types (Grundgesetze’s functions)

• The notation \(\dot\varepsilon \Phi(\varepsilon)\) may be the origin of Russell’s notation \(\dot x \Phi(x)\) for the class of objects that have the property \(\Phi\).

• According to a paper by Rosser [26], the notation \(\dot x \Phi(x)\) has been at the basis of the current notation \(\lambda x.\Phi\).

• Church is supposed to have written \(\land x \Phi(x)\) for the function \(x \mapsto \Phi(x)\), writing the hat in front of the \(x\) in order to distinguish this function from the class \(\dot x \Phi(x)\).
Prehistory of Types (Grundgesetze’s functions)

- Frege treated *courses-of-values* as *ordinary objects*.

- As a consequence, *a function that takes objects as arguments could have its own course-of-values as an argument*.

- In modern terminology: a function that takes objects as arguments can have its own graph as an argument.
Prehistory of Types (Grundgesetze’s functions)

- All essential information of a function is contained in its graph.

- So intuitively, a system in which a function can be applied to its own graph should have similar possibilities as a system in which a function can be applied to itself.

- Frege excluded the paradox threats from his system by forbidding self-application,

- but due to his treatment of courses-of-values these threats were able to enter his system through a back door.
Prehistory of Types (Russell’s paradox in Grundgesetze)

- In 1902, Russell wrote a letter to Frege [27], informing him that he had discovered a paradox in his Begriffsschrift (Begriffsschrift does not suffer from a paradox).

- Russell gave his well-known argument, defining the propositional function $f(x)$ by $\neg x(x)$ (in Russell’s words: “to be a predicate that cannot be predicated of itself”).

- Russell assumed $f(f)$. Then by definition of $f$, $\neg f(f)$, a contradiction. Therefore: $\neg f(f)$ holds. But then (again by definition of $f$), $f(f)$ holds. Russell concluded that both $f(f)$ and $\neg f(f)$ hold, a contradiction.
Prehistory of Types (Russell’s paradox in Grundgesetze)

• Only six days later, Frege answered Russell that Russell’s derivation of the paradox was incorrect [16]. He explained that the self-application \( f(f) \) is not possible in the Begriffsschrift. \( f(x) \) is a function, which requires an object as an argument, and a function cannot be an object in the Begriffsschrift.

• In the same letter, however, Frege explained that Russell’s argument could be amended to a paradox in the system of his Grundgesetze, using the course-of-values of functions.

• Frege’s amendment was shortly explained in that letter, but he added an appendix of eleven pages to the second volume of his Grundgesetze in which he provided a very detailed and correct description of the paradox.
Prehistory of Types (Russell’s paradox in *Grundgesetze*)

- Let function \( f(x) \) be: \( \neg \forall \varphi[(\alpha \varphi(\alpha) = x) \rightarrow \varphi(x)] \) and write \( K = \varepsilon f(\varepsilon) \).

- Which of \( f(K) \) or \( \neg f(K) \) hold?

- Actually, *both* \( f(K) \) and \( \neg f(K) \) hold.

- By (1), for any function \( g(x) \): \( \varepsilon g(\varepsilon) = \varepsilon f(\varepsilon) \rightarrow g(K) = f(K) \). This implies \( f(K) \rightarrow ((\varepsilon g(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow g(K)) \).

- As this holds for any function \( g(x) \), we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
f(K) & \rightarrow \forall \varphi[(\varepsilon \varphi(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)] \\
\end{align*}
\]  
\( (a) \)
Prehistory of Types (Russell’s paradox in *Grundgesetze*)

- On the other hand, for any function \(g\),
  \[
  \forall \varphi[(\exists \varphi(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)] \rightarrow ((\exists g(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow g(K)).
  \]

- Substituting \(f(x)\) for \(g(x)\) results in:
  \[
  \forall \varphi[(\exists \varphi(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)] \rightarrow ((\exists f(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow f(K))
  \]

- and as \(\exists f(\varepsilon) = K\) by definition of \(K\), \(\forall \varphi[(\exists \varphi(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)] \rightarrow f(K)\).

- Using the definition of \(f\), we obtain
  \[
  \forall \varphi[(\exists \varphi(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)] \rightarrow \neg \forall \varphi[(\exists \varphi(\varepsilon) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)]  \tag{b}
  \]
Prehistory of Types (Russell’s paradox in Grundgesetze)

- by (b) and reductio ad absurdum, \( \neg \forall \varphi[(\alpha \varphi(\alpha) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)] \), or shorthand:
  \( f(K) \) \quad (c)

- Applying (a) results in \( \forall \varphi[(\alpha \varphi(\alpha) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)] \), which implies
  \( \neg \neg \forall \varphi[(\alpha \varphi(\alpha) = K) \rightarrow \varphi(K)] \), or shorthand:
  \( \neg f(K) \) \quad (d)

- (c) and (d) **contradict** each other.
Prehistory of Types (How wrong was Frege?)

In the history of the Russell Paradox, Frege is often depicted as the pitiful person whose system was inconsistent. This suggests that Frege’s system was the only one that was inconsistent, and that Frege was very inaccurate in his writings. On these points, history does Frege an injustice.

In fact, Frege’s system was much more accurate than other systems of those days. Peano’s work, for instance, was less precise on several points:

• Peano hardly paid attention to logic especially quantification theory;

• Peano did not make a strict distinction between his symbolism and the objects underlying this symbolism. Frege was much more accurate on this point (see Frege’s paper Über Sinn und Bedeutung [14]);
Prehistory of Types (How wrong was Frege?)

- Frege *made a strict distinction* between a *proposition* (as an object) and the *assertion of a proposition*. Frege denoted a *proposition*, by \( \neg A \), and its *assertion* by \( \vdash A \). Peano did not make this distinction and simply wrote \( A \).

Nevertheless, Peano’s work was very popular, for several reasons:

- Peano had *able collaborators*, and a *better eye for presentation and publicity*.

- Peano bought *his own press* to supervise the printing of his own journal *Rivista di Matematica* and *Formulaire* [23]
Prehistory of Types (How wrong was Frege?)

- Peano used a *familiar symbolism* to the notations were used in those days.

- Many of *Peano’s notations*, like $\in$ for “is an element of”, and $\supset$ for logical implication, are used in *Principia Mathematica*, and are actually still in use.

- Frege’s work did not have these advantages and was hardly read before 1902.

- When Peano published his formalisation of mathematics in 1889 [22] he clearly did not know Frege’s *Begriffsschrift* as he did not mention the work, and was not aware of Frege’s formalisation of quantification theory.
Prehistory of Types (How wrong was Frege?)

- Peano considered quantification theory to be “abstruse” in [23]:

  “In this respect my conceptual notion of 1879 is superior to the Peano one. Already, at that time, I specified all the laws necessary for my designation of generality, so that nothing fundamental remains to be examined. These laws are few in number, and I do not know why they should be said to be abstruse. If it is otherwise with the Peano conceptual notation, then this is due to the unsuitable notation.”

  ([15], p. 376)
Prehistory of Types (How wrong was Frege?)

- In the last paragraph of [15], Frege concluded:

  “… I observe merely that the Peano notation is unquestionably more convenient for the typesetter, and in many cases takes up less room than mine, but that these advantages seem to me, due to the inferior perspicuity and logical defectiveness, to have been paid for too dearly — at any rate for the purposes I want to pursue.”

  (Ueber die Begriffsschrift des Herrn Peano und meine eigene, p. 378)
Prehistory of Types (paradox in Peano and Cantor’s systems)

• Frege’s system was \textit{not the only paradoxical} one.

• The Russell Paradox can be derived in \textit{Peano’s system} as well, by defining the class \( K \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ x \mid x \notin x \} \) and deriving \( K \in K \iff K \notin K \).

• In \textit{Cantor’s Set Theory} one can derive the paradox via the same class (or set, in Cantor’s terminology).
Prehistory of Types (paradoxes)

- Paradoxes were already widely known in antiquity.

- The oldest logical paradox: the Liar’s Paradox “This sentence is not true”, also known as the Paradox of Epimenides. It is referred to in the Bible (Titus 1:12) and is based on the confusion between language and meta-language.

- The Burali-Forti paradox ([4], 1897) is the first of the modern paradoxes. It is a paradox within Cantor’s theory on ordinal numbers.

- Cantor’s paradox on the largest cardinal number occurs in the same field. It discovered by Cantor around 1895, but was not published before 1932.
Prehistory of Types (paradoxes)

- Logicians considered these paradoxes to be *out of the scope of logic*: The *Liar’s Paradox* can be regarded as a problem of *linguistics*. The *paradoxes of Cantor and Burali-Forti* occurred in what was considered in those days a *highly questionable* part of mathematics: Cantor’s Set Theory.

- The Russell Paradox, however, was *a paradox that could be formulated in all* the systems that were presented at the end of the 19th century (except for Frege’s *Begriffsschrift*). It was at the very basics of logic. It could not be disregarded, and a solution to it had to be found.

- In 1903-1908, Russell suggested the use of *types* to solve the problem [28].
Prehistory of Types (vicious circle principle)

When Russell proved Frege’s *Grundgesetze* to be inconsistent, Frege was not the only person in *trouble*. In Russell’s letter to Frege (1902), we read:

> “I am on the point of finishing a book on the principles of mathematics”

(*Letter to Frege, [27]*)

Russell *had to find a solution* to the paradoxes, before finishing his book.

His paper *Mathematical logic as based on the theory of types* [28] *(1908)*, in which a first step is made towards the Ramified Theory of Types, started with a description of the most important contradictions that were known up till then, including Russell’s own paradox. He then concluded:
Prehistory of Types (vicious circle principle)

“In all the above contradictions there is a common characteristic, which we may describe as self-reference or reflexiveness. [...] In each contradiction something is said about all cases of some kind, and from what is said a new case seems to be generated, which both is and is not of the same kind as the cases of which all were concerned in what was said.”

(Ibid.)

Russell’s plan was, to avoid the paradoxes by avoiding all possible self-references. He postulated the “vicious circle principle”: 
Ramified Type Theory

“Whatever involves all of a collection must not be one of the collection.”

(Mathematical logic as based on the theory of types)

- Russell applies this principle very strictly.

- He implemented it using types, in particular the so-called ramified types.

- The type theory of 1908 was elaborated in Chapter II of the Introduction to the famous Principia Mathematica [31] (1910-1912).
Ramified Type Theory and Principia

- In the *Principia*, mathematics was founded on logic, as far as possible.

- A very formal and accurate build-up of mathematics, avoiding the logical paradoxes.

- The logical part of the *Principia* was based on the works of Frege. This was acknowledged by Whitehead and Russell in the preface, and can also be seen throughout the description of Type Theory.

- The notion of function is based on Frege’s Abstraction Principles 1 and 2.
Ramified Type Theory and Principia

- The *Principia* notation $\hat{x} f(x)$ for a class looks very similar to Frege’s $\varepsilon f(\varepsilon)$ for course-of-values.

- An important difference is that Whitehead and Russell treated functions as first-class citizens. Frege used courses-of-values when speaking about functions.

- In the *Principia* a direct approach was possible.

- The description of the Ramified Theory of Types (RTT) in the *Principia* was, though extensive, *still informal*. 
Ramified Type Theory and Principia

- Type Theory had *not yet* become an *independent subject*. The theory
  “only recommended itself to us in the first instance by its ability to solve
certain contradictions. .......... it has also a certain consonance with
common sense which makes it inherently credible”
  *(Principia Mathematica*, p. 37)*

- Type Theory was not introduced because it was interesting on its own, but
  because it had to serve as a *tool* for logic and mathematics.

- A *formalisation* of Type Theory, therefore, was *not considered* in those days.
Ramified Type Theory and Principia

- Though the *description* of the ramified type theory in the *Principia* was still informal, it was *clearly present* throughout the work.

- Types in the *Principia* have a double hierarchy: *(simple) types* and *orders*.

- It was *not mentioned very often*, but when necessary, Russell made a remark on the ramified type theory.
Ramified Type Theory and Principia

• There is no definition of “type” in the Principia, only a definition of “being of the same type”:

“Definition of being of the same type. The following is a step-by-step definition, the definition for higher types presupposing that for lower types. We say that $u$ and $v$ are of the same type if

1. both are individuals,
2. both are elementary [propositional] functions (in Principia, they only take elementary propositions as value) taking arguments of the same type,
3. $u$ is a pf and $v$ is its negation,
4. \( u \) is \( \varphi \hat{x} \) \( \varphi \hat{x} \) is a pf that has \( x \) as a free variable \( or \) \( \psi \hat{x} \), and \( v \) is \( \varphi \hat{x} \lor \psi \hat{x} \), where \( \varphi \hat{x} \) and \( \psi \hat{x} \) are elementary pfs,
5. \( u \) is \( (y).\varphi(\hat{x}, y) \) forall and \( v \) is \( (z).\psi(\hat{x}, z) \), where \( \varphi(\hat{x}, \hat{y}) \), \( \psi(\hat{x}, \hat{y}) \) are of the same type,
6. both are elementary propositions,
7. \( u \) is a proposition and \( v \) is \( \sim u \) negation \( or \)
8. \( u \) is \( (x).\varphi x \) and \( v \) is \( (y).\psi y \), where \( \varphi \hat{x} \) and \( \psi \hat{x} \) are of the same type."

(Principia Mathematica, *9.131, p. 133)

- There are some omissions in Russell and Whitehead’s definition.
Ramsey’s Simple Types

• The ideas behind simple types was already explained by Frege (see earlier quotes from *Function and Concept*).

• *Ramsey’s Simple types:*

  1. 0 is a simple type, the type of *individuals*.
  2. If \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) are simple types, then also \((t_1, \ldots, t_n)\) is a simple type. \(^2\) \( n = 0 \) is allowed: then we obtain the simple type \( () \) of *propositions*.
  3. All simple types can be constructed using the rules 1 and 2.

\(^2\)(\( t_1, \ldots, t_n \)) is the type of pfs that should take \( n \) arguments, the \( i \)th argument having type \( t_i \).
 Ramsey’s Simple Types

• The propositional function $R(x)$ should have type $(0)$, as it takes one individual as argument.

• The proposition $S(a)$ has type ($()$).

• We conclude that in $z(R(x), S(a))$, we must substitute pfs of type $((0), ())$ for $z$. Therefore, $z(R(x), S(a))$ has type $(((0), ()))$. 
Whitehead and Russell’s Ramified Types

- With *simple types*, the type of a pf only depends on the *types of the arguments* that it can take.

- In the *Principia*, a *second hierarchy* is introduced by regarding also *the types of the variables that are bound by a quantifier* (see *Principia*, pp. 51–55).

- Whitehead and Russell consider, for instance, the propositions $\forall z:\left(z(\cdot) \lor \neg z(\cdot)\right)$ to be of a *different level*.

- The first is an *atomic proposition*, while the latter is based on the pf $z(\cdot) \lor \neg z(\cdot)$. 
Whitehead and Russell’s Ramified Types

- The pf \( z() \lor \neg z() \) involves an arbitrary proposition \( z \), therefore \( \forall z:() [z() \lor \neg z()] \) quantifies over all propositions \( z \).

- According to the \textit{vicious circle principle}, \( \forall z:() [z() \lor \neg z()] \) cannot belong to this collection of propositions.

- This problem is solved by dividing types into \textit{orders} which are natural numbers.

- \textit{Basic} propositions are of order 0. In \( \forall z:() [z() \lor \neg z()] \) we must mention the \textit{order of the propositions over which is quantified}. The pf \( \forall z:()^n [z() \lor \neg z()] \) quantifies over all propositions of order \( n \), and has order \( n + 1 \).
Whitehead and Russell’s Ramified Types

1. $0^0$ is a ramified type of order 0;

2. If $t_1^{a_1}, \ldots, t_n^{a_n}$ are ramified types, and $a \in \mathbb{N}$, $a \geq \max(a_1, \ldots, a_n)$, then $(t_1^{a_1}, \ldots, t_n^{a_n})^a$ is a ramified type of order $a$ (if $n = 0$ then take $a \geq 0$);

3. All ramified types can be constructed using the rules 1 and 2.

$0^0; (0^0)^1; \left( (0^0)^1, (0^0)^4 \right)^5$ and $\left( 0^0, (0^0)^2, (0^0, (0^0)^1)^2 \right)^7$ are all ramified types.

$\left( 0^0, \left( 0^0, (0^0)^2 \right)^2 \right)^7$ is not a ramified type.
Predicative Types

- In the type $(0^0)^1$, all orders are “minimal”, i.e., not higher than strictly necessary. Unlike $(0^0)^2$ where orders are not minimal.

- Types in which all orders are minimal are called predicative and play a special role in the Ramified Theory of Types.

1. $0^0$ is a predicative type;
2. If $t_1^{a_1}, \ldots, t_n^{a_n}$ are predicative types, and $a = 1 + \max(a_1, \ldots, a_n)$ (take $a = 0$ if $n = 0$), then $(t_1^{a_1}, \ldots, t_n^{a_n})^a$ is a predicative type;
3. All predicative types can be constructed using the rules 1 and 2 above.
Problems of Ramified Type Theory

• The main part of the Principia is devoted to the development of logic and mathematics using the legal pfs of the ramified type theory.

• ramification/division of simple types into orders make RTT not easy to use.

• (Equality) $x \equiv_L y \overset{\text{def}}{\iff} \forall z [z(x) \leftrightarrow z(y)]$.

In order to express this general notion in RTT, we have to incorporate all pfs

$\forall z : (0^0)^n [z(x) \leftrightarrow z(y)]$ for $n > 1$, and this cannot be expressed in one pf.

• Not possible to give a constructive proof of the theorem of the least upper bound within a ramified type theory.
Axiom of Reducibility

• It is not possible in RTT to give a definition of an object that refers to the class to which this object belongs (because of the Vicious Circle Principle). Such a definition is called an *impredicative definition*.

• An object defined by an impredicative definition is of a higher order than the order of the elements of the class to which this object should belong. This means that the defined object has an *impredicative type*.

• But impredicativity is not allowed by the vicious circle principle.

• Russell and Whitehead tried to solve these problems with the so-called *axiom of reducibility*. 
Axiom of Reducibility

• (Axiom of Reducibility) For each formula $f$, there is a formula $g$ with a predicative type such that $f$ and $g$ are (logically) equivalent.

• The validity of the Axiom of Reducibility has been questioned from the moment it was introduced.

• In the 2nd edition of the *Principia*, Whitehead and Russell admit:

  “This axiom has a purely pragmatic justification: it leads to the desired results, and to no others. But clearly it is not the sort of axiom with which we can rest content.”

  (*Principia Mathematica*, p. xiv)
Axiom of Reducibility

• Though Weyl [30] made an effort to develop analysis within the Ramified Theory of Types (without the Axiom of Reducibility),

• and various parts of mathematics can be developed within RTT and without the Axiom,

• the general attitude towards RTT (without the axiom) was that the system was too restrictive, and that a better solution had to be found.
Deramification

• Ramsey considers it essential to divide the paradoxes into two parts:

• One group of paradoxes is removed

  “by pointing out that a propositional function cannot significantly take itself as argument, and by dividing functions and classes into a hierarchy of types according to their possible arguments.”

  (The Foundations of Mathematics, p. 356)

This means that a class can never be a member of itself. The paradoxes solved by introducing the hierarchy of types (but not orders), like the Russell paradox, and the Burali-Forti paradox, are logical or syntactical paradoxes;
Deramification

- The second group of paradoxes is excluded by the hierarchy of orders. These paradoxes (like the Liar’s paradox, and the Richard Paradox) are based on the confusion of language and meta-language. These paradoxes are, therefore, not of a purely mathematical or logical nature. When a proper distinction between object language and meta-language is made, these so-called semantical paradoxes disappear immediately.

- Ramsey agrees with the part of the theory that eliminates the syntactic paradoxes. I.e., $\text{RTT}$ without the orders of the types.

- The second part, the hierarchy of orders, does not gain Ramsey’s support.
Deramification

• By accepting the hierarchy in its full extent one either has to accept the Axiom of Reducibility or reject ordinary real analysis.

• Ramsey is supported in his view by Hilbert and Ackermann [20].

• They all suggest a deramification of the theory, i.e. leaving out the orders of the types.

• When making a proper distinction between language and meta-language, the deramification will not lead to a re-introduction of the (semantic) paradoxes.
Deramification

- Deramification and the Axiom of Reducibility are both violations of the Vicious Circle Principle. Gödel [18] fills the gap why they can be harmlessly made harmlessly made

“It seems that the vicious circle principle [...] applies only if the entities involved are constructed by ourselves. In this case there must clearly exist a definition (namely the description of the construction) which does not refer to a totality to which the object defined belongs, because the construction of a thing can certainly not be based on a totality of things to which the thing to be constructed itself belongs. If, however, it is a question of objects that exist independently of our constructions, there is nothing in the least absurd in the existence of totalities containing members, which can be described only by reference to this totality.”

(Russell’s mathematical logic)
Deramification

- This turns the Vicious Circle Principle into a *philosophical principle* that will be easily *accepted by intuitionists* but that will be *rejected*, at least in its full strength, by mathematicians with a more *platonic* point of view.

- Gödel is supported in his ideas by *Quine* [24], sections 34 and 35.

- Quine’s *criticism on impredicative* definitions (for instance, the definition of the least upper bound of a nonempty subset of the real numbers with an upper bound) is *not on the definition* of a special symbol, but rather on the very assumption of the *existence* of such an object at all.
Deramification

- Quine states that even for Poincaré, who was an opponent of impredicative definitions and deramification, one of the doctrines of classes is that they are there “from the beginning”. So, even for Poincaré there should be no evident fallacy in impredicative definitions.

- The deramification has played an important role in the development of type theory. In 1932 and 1933, Church presented his (untyped) λ-calculus [8, 9]. In 1940 he combined this theory with a deramified version of Russell’s theory of types to the system that is known as the simply typed λ-calculus.
The Simple Theory of Types

- Ramsey [25], and Hilbert and Ackermann [20], simplified the Ramified Theory of Types $\text{RTT}$ by removing the orders. The result is known as the Simple Theory of Types ($\text{STT}$).

- Nowadays, $\text{STT}$ is known via Church’s formalisation in $\lambda$-calculus. However, $\text{STT}$ already existed (1926) before $\lambda$-calculus did (1932), and is therefore not inextricably bound up with $\lambda$-calculus.

- How to obtain $\text{STT}$ from $\text{RTT}$? Just leave out all the orders and the references to orders (including the notions of predicative and impredicative types).
Church’s Simply Typed $\lambda$-calculus $\lambda \to$

- Types and terms in the original $\lambda \to$ are a bit different from those of [2].

- The *types* of $\lambda \to$ are defined as follows:
  - $\iota$ individuals and $\omicron$ propositions are types;
  - If $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are types, then so is $\alpha \to \beta$.

- The *terms* of $\lambda \to$ are the following:
  - $\neg$, $\land$, $\forall \alpha$ for each type $\alpha$, and $\iota_\alpha$ for each type $\alpha$, are terms;
  - A variable is a term;
  - If $A$, $B$ are terms, then so is $AB$;
  - If $A$ is a term, and $x$ a variable, then $\lambda x: \alpha. A$ is a term.
Typing rules in Church’s Simply Typed $\lambda$-calculus $\lambda\to$

- $\Gamma \vdash \lnot : o \to o$;
  
  \[ \Gamma \vdash \land : o \to o \to o \];

- $\Gamma \vdash \forall_\alpha : (\alpha \to o) \to o$;

- $\Gamma \vdash \forall_\alpha : (\alpha \to o) \to o$;

- $\Gamma \vdash x : \alpha$ if $x:\alpha \in \Gamma$;

- If $\Gamma, x:\alpha \vdash A : \beta$ then $\Gamma \vdash (\lambda x:\alpha.A) : \alpha \to \beta$;

- If $\Gamma \vdash A : \alpha \to \beta$ and $\Gamma \vdash B : \alpha$ then $\Gamma \vdash (AB) : \beta$. 
Comparing $\lambda \to$ with STT and RTT

- Apart from the orders, RTT is a subsystem of $\lambda \to$.

- The rules of RTT, and the method of deriving the types of pfs have a bottom-up character: one can only introduce a variable of a certain type in a context $\Gamma$, if there is a pf that has that type in $\Gamma$. In $\lambda \to$, one can introduce variables of any type without wondering whether such a type is inhabited or not.

- Church’s $\lambda \to$ is more general than RTT in the sense that Church does not only describe (typable) propositional functions. In $\lambda \to$, also functions of type $\tau \to \iota$ (where $\iota$ is the type of individuals) can be described, and functions that take such functions as arguments, etc.
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